
Grade 6th 
 

Trimester 2 
October- February 

Key Reading and 
Language 
Standards 

Activities/Skills 
Assessments 

Suggested Materials 

Collection 6:  What Tales Tell 
- Describe literary elements & 
determine themes in Greek 
mythology 
- Understand and identify elements 
of parody, as well as learn to 
compare & contrast texts in different 
genres 
- Describe elements of folk tales & 
describe use of foreshadowing 
- Analyze structure & cite text 
evidence 
- Analyze how the same character is 
depicted in 2 different literary genres 
- Summarize key elements of a plot to 
determine the theme 
- Understand and implement 
accurate text evidence to support 
extended responses 
 

Essential Question: 
How do traditional stories reveal 
the values of a culture? 
 

6RL.1 
6RL.2 
6RL.3 
6RL.5 
6RL.7 
6RL.10 
6W.2a-
f 
6W.3 
6W.4 
6W.6 
6W.9a 
6W.10 
6SL.1 

6SL.4 
6L.1 
6.L6 

Summarizing Activities 

- Spider map 

- Toontastic app 

Citing Text evidence (RACE strategy) 

-Close read prompt ?s 

-Narrative rewrite of folk tale in present day 

-Analysis of 3 different versions of same 

scene 

-Characterization & summaries throughout 

novels 

-Written analysis of theme in myths 

-Book Report (book in a box) 

-Year round school debate 

-Super Bowl ad analysis (ethos, pathos, 

logos) 

-Analyze different types of stories with an 

organizer 

-Assessment on each different type of tale, 

with written expression 

“Yeh-Shen” 
“Prince & the Pauper (3 versions) 
“Black Ships Before Troy” 
“The Role of Myths in Ancient Greece” 
“Medusa’s Head” 
“The Apple of Discord I” 
Aesop’s Fables 
Jonny Appleseed 
Pecos Bill  
 
City of Ember 
The Phantom Tollbooth 



Grade 6th 
 

 
 
Grammar: 
Ch. 6:  Parts of a Sentece 
  Subject & Predicate 
  Direct Objects 
  Adjectives/Adverbs 
 
 
Ch. 8:  Verbs  

 
 
 
6L.1 
6.L2 
6.L4 
6.L6 
6.W1 
 
6L.2b 
6.W2 

 
 
 
-Understand/identify complete subjects 
and predicates in a sentence. 
-Focus on connecting action verbs to their 
direct object in a sentence. 
 
-Distinguish the difference between linking, 
helping, and action verbs. 
-Summarizing literary nonfiction texts 
-Learn the rules that irregular verbs follow 
-Applying the correct verb tense in the 
correct form  
 
Writing: 
- Analogy lessons 
- weekly paragraph edits  
- 6-word memoir writing 
- Hershey kiss descriptive writing activity 
- Create “What Am I?” concrete poems 

 
 
 
 
 
-Narrative writing packet 
-Daily paragraph edit workbook 
-IXL skills assessments  
-ScootPad 

     

 


